SURVEY INDEX MAP METADATA

GENERAL MAP DESCRIPTION

Survey Index Map serves a geographic locator of surveys and plats on file with the Jackson County Surveyor. This map was compiled from digitizing paper based index maps in a GIS environment. All incoming surveys and plats are being indexed in GIS and will be updated weekly to this map. This map will help you locate surveys in the general geographic vicinity of your property. In accordance with ORS 672.060 (13) the survey index map is not intended to indicate the authoritative location of property lines.

LAYER DESCRIPTION

County Surveys

A digitized collection indexing surveys, partitions, subdivisions, condominiums, and property line adjustments. Polygon representation of the general geographic vicinity of the specific record attributed with the corresponding tabular data.

County Surveys Field Definition:

Survey Type - type of survey; Boundary, PLA, Partition, Subdivision, Condominium, Control, Affidavit.

Survey Number- number of filed survey, may be blank in some instances.

Subdivision Name - platted name of the subdivision or condominium, may be blank in some instances.

Client Name - name of the party which the survey was performed for.

BLM Administrative Survey - unofficial survey conducted by the BLM for resource management purposes may be blank in some instances.

Partition Number - “P” number assigned by county clerk (ex: P-12-2013), may be blank in some instances.

Survey Date - date that the record was officially filed with the County Surveyor.

Subdivision Pre - 1979 - prior to 1979 subdivisions and condominium plats were not assigned survey numbers and are indexed with the drawer and leaf system. The format of such record is defined as follows: drawer #_leaf_#_side (L or R). Not all records have an assigned side and will only correspond to the drawer and leaf. This naming convention applies to scanned images of these records.
Taxlot

Taxlot data provided by the Jackson County Assessor for assessment and taxation purpose only. These are not property lines.

Taxlot Field Definition:

Map Number - assessment map number.

Taxlot Number - taxlot number of within the above map number.

Map and Taxlot - string combining the two prior fields.

Account Number - tax account number assigned to the corresponding map and taxlot

Site Address - the physical address of the taxlot, no record may exist for this field as not all taxlots have been assigned addresses.

Township

GIS representation of the Public Land Survey System (PLSS) townships per the BLM’s Geographic Coordinate Database (GCDB).

Sections

GIS representation of the Public Land Survey System (PLSS) sections per the BLM’s Geographic Coordinate Database (GCDB).

Special Survey

GIS representation of the Public Land Survey System (PLSS) non rectangular entities also referred to as special surveys per the BLM’s Geographic Coordinate Database (GCDB). Includes Donation Land Claims, Mineral Claim Surveys, etc.

Meander Water

GIS representation of the Public Land Survey System (PLSS) original GLO meander lines per the BLM’s Geographic Coordinate Database (GCDB).